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Meeting Minutes

Call to Order, UPAMD Communications Subcommittee meeting - Edgar Brown 0010Z 5 October 2010 

I. Approval of Agenda
II. Approval of Minutes from 21 September 2010 meeting
III. IEEE Patent slides presented. See http://standards.ieee.org/board/pat/pat-slideset.ppt
IV. Discussion of communications requirements

A. Fastest response needed
1. Start-up

Identification message(s), standard compliance message(s), Power limits and power 
negotiation, etc. Does not place a strong requirement on the communications, as this 
can be in the ~1sec range.

2. Timeout & Keep-alive intervals
Can be in the multiple-second range.

3. Exceptional conditions
Power going down (loss of main power) -> device would have to be informed within a 
few ms so that it can take any needed action (e.g., save settings/status to EEPROM [or 
send dying gasp’ network notifications]). Under AC mains, the adapter could require 1 or 
more power cycles to recognize the condition (20ms+), and give some warning to the 
device before it consumes its stored energy. If the device has no internal battery, the 
amount of warning desired would be on the order of the time needed for EEPROM write 
cycles [on the order of 5ms/page] plus some communications and processing leeway. 
[A device could have additional capacitive storage to satisfy specific needs.]

The minimum amount of adapter power storage depends on the source of power, and 
similar technical requirements (e.g., If the adapter is required to sustain a two-cycle 
power-failure, it would have to provide a minimum of 40ms of storage). Additional 
standards, power-source reliability data, and cost, will dictate what is the minimum 
storage time the adapter would have (if needed, these capabilities could be 
communicated to the device).

To reduce other requirements, this timeframe suggests that communications should be 
able to convey a short urgent message in a ~1ms time scale (including any overhead 
and retransmissions).
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4. Maximum message sizes required in a transaction
To keep power-based communications fast and efficient, it is desirable that the message 
size be as small as possible. If an infrequent long message is required, it can be 
partitioned into multiple small packets. Most transactions only require one or two bytes 
(e.g., Power available or wanted, desired voltage, keep-alive).

The longest foreseen message size would be adapter and/or device identification, and/
or standard-compliance information. A 48-bit or 64-bit unique identifier should satisfy 
identity requirements and could provide a unique identifier for every single adapter and 
device. [This identifier could come from a specific registration authority, or could be 
made part of the IEEE-managed EUI-64 address space, which would require much less 
overhead. The IEEE EUI-64 space can provide OUI-24 (24-bit vendor, 40-bit device) or 
OUI-36 (36-bit vendor, 28-bit device) identifiers. An adapter would require its own 
identifier, but a device could use its Ethernet or hard-drive EUI-64 in this context.]  A 64-
bit packet payload should be enough to satisfy all requirements. If we include CRC 
information, control, and event (or address) information, this could extend to a 88-bit 
packet. It might be advisable to divide such packet into at least two separate segments.

A fixed-packet size would simplify communication software. This removes additional 
decisions, comparisons, and low-level protocol complexity, at the cost of an increase in 
control (or address) space for longer data transfers. If longer messages are rare, a 
shorter packet size would be desirable.

5. Future expansion requirements & strategies
The specification of cable bandwidth was discussed (i.e., allowing vendors to use 
excess bandwidth as desired) but the group agrees that this would lead to 
fragmentation, and potential compatibility issues. A USB-like scheme (i.e., the faster 
USB 2.0 protocol remains compatible with USB 1.1 devices), reserving sections of the 
message space for the determination of device capabilities and initial handshake, will 
allow for faster speeds in the future, as dedicated ICs emerge to support the UPAMD 
protocol. As the source <->sink (e.g., adapter<->device) connection is defined to be 
point-to-point, any negotiation can remain local to the specific link.

Any future expansion (e.g., to support power-line communications) would thus require 
revisions or additions to the UPAMD standard. [There is an extended e-mail 
conversation in the reflector between P. Karocki and E. Brown on this topic. The 
possibility of co-developing a 1.0 and 2.0 version of the protocol was raised there.]

6. Minimum communications speed
The above restrictions place the minimum desirable communications speed in the 
~100kBit/sec range (~0.4ms to ~2ms total transaction time). It is desirable to keep this 
speed low, as this would reduce microcontroller cost. It is worth noting that this speed 
range reduces the possibility of some communication alternatives, such as the 
modulation of adapter output voltage. [Rob Mann: this range of speed could still be 
useful for averaged voltage feedback to compensate for cable losses.]

With a proper line protocol (e.g., self-clocking symbols, guaranteed clock transitions, 
clock synchronization sequences), it should be possible to achieve these speeds with 
low-cost oscillators (e.g., internal RC oscillators). A modern low-cost microcontroller can 
achieve in excess of 4Mbit/sec with its built-in communication subsystems but, unless 
the protocol is made directly compatible with its existing hardware capabilities (UART/
USART, CAN, I2C, SPI, etc.), 100kBit/sec would be close to the limit achievable through 
software (with a minimum amount of hardware assistance) in a low-cost device. [As a 
point of reference, the 1MHz 6502 in an Apple-1 (circa 1976) handled ~9kbit/s to 
cassette using FSK. Today’s low-cost microcontrollers run in excess of 15MHz with RC 
oscillators].



V. Discussion of physical wiring requirements, advantages and disadvantages of:
A. AC coupled over power (DC-balanced symbols, DC-recovery, or modulation)

1. Component size/cost.
The power and connector subcommittees are currently considering currents on the order 
of 9 amps. This amount of current would require either: (a) considerably sized magnetics 
that would increase the price and heft of the adapter and device, or (b) higher-frequency 
communications that introduces additional circuitry and possibly cable and connector 
restrictions. Although the issue remains open, the current feeling of the subcommittee is 
that  this alternative might not be a cost-effective solution.

B. DC-coupled 1-wire
1. Connector/cable cost.

The addition of one pin to the connector and one wire to the cable, could amount to a 
total of 9 cents per adapter (6¢ for a pin and 3¢ for the cable). This introduces the issue 
of reliability as the additional—thinner—wire and smaller communications pin will very 
probably become the main failure point of the adapter.

C. Dedicated power for communications
Given the use of additional wires, the possibility of separating power for communication 
was introduced, with protocols similar to 1-wire, or AC-coupled but with smaller 
magnetics.

D. 2-wire possibilities (worth considering?)
The connector subcommittee is evaluating the presence on one additional 
communications pin, which would allow for more robust differential communications. 
This would require the use of a polarity-independent line code (such as Manchester).

E. Other possibilities:
Lee Atkinson introduced the possibility of using the correlation of adapter voltage to 
adapter power as a means for the device to detect the adapter power capability. This 
places most of the required intelligence inside the device, reducing adapter cost.

This methodology can be problematic in some contexts, such as in a multi-port adapter. 
The adapter should have some means to request a power ‘downgrade’ from a device. If 
a new device is plugged which requires power in excess of what an adapter can provide 
at a point in time, the adapter can request other plugged devices to spare some power 
to accommodate the new device. That is, the source can renegotiate with its sinks 
(requiring each sink’s acquiescence ), a new power level in an attempt to satisfy the 
needs of the new sink. This type of information is only available at the adapter level, and 
might not be possible if the intelligence resides only in the devices.

VI. New Business
VII. Next meeting: 19 October 2010 at the 1400Z time slot. 
VIII. Adjournment.

Meeting adjourned: 0141Z

[Notes added after the meeting are in square brackets.]

As a reminder: if you are not able to attend the phone/online meeting, your participation by e-mail regarding 
this meeting agenda can be used to keep your voting status.

IEEE P1823 UPAMD website.

Please send any changes or additions to Edgar Brown ebrown@axionbio.com. 
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